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It is necessary to map the system behavior of old and new software against each other and identify in detail areas, which 




Software in the automotive sector is becoming increasingly complex. More and more inputs are evaluated in functions, 
which lead to more and more different reactions. A small software adjustment, sometimes only the recompilation, leads 





For testing, all input permutations, automatically run through in a reproducible manner. 
The initial reactions are stored as an n-dimensional matrix (min. 3). The matrix is linked to the respective input values 
and functions. This matrix can be represented graphically with imaging methods: e.g. by colours or temporal colour 
gradients. 
 
In case of software adaptations, new compilations or condition adaptations, this matrix is generated again. 
The now generated matrix can in turn be imaged directly by subtraction. A tester can thus quickly identify the SW areas 




Significantly reduced need to test complex software where the scope of change may well be known, but the response is 




An example is sound synthesis based on n-dimensional inputs. A new function in the algorithm does not necessarily lead 
to changed output signals or has unexpected influences on other properties, such as clipping or filtering. 
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